
Year 3:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:  know that Egypt is in North Africa 

Share read ‘Egypt – my country’   by Jillian Powell 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe on a blank map. 

Learn the names and locations of the continents and on different scaled maps, accurately locate them.  

Revise what a continent is.  

Know the location of Egypt. Look at its flag and some geographical facts about the country.  

Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping, views from space etc to locate Egypt and describe 

features that are identified ie the Nile.  

Understand that Egypt is a country in Africa.  

Find out what each other already knows about Egypt.  

http://www.kidport.com/RefLib/WorldGeography/Egypt/Egypt.htm   

Create a country fact file which includes, capital, flag, main industry, country borders, seas etc.  

 

Link 2:  know where the Suez canal is and why it is important 

Share read ‘Egypt – my country’   by Jillian Powell 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and continents on a blank map. 

Revise what a canal is. 

Use maps, pictures, video clips to learn about the Suez canal and understand its importance in the journey of ships 

from the far east.  

Locate places around Egypt and Suez on maps.  

Write a fact file.  

Link 3:  know where the Nile is and that it floods regularly 

Share read ‘Egypt – my country’   by Jillian Powell 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and continents on a blank map. 

Revise how rivers start and then flow into the sea. 

Track the route of the Nile through Egypt to the sea.  

http://www.kidport.com/RefLib/WorldGeography/Egypt/Egypt.htm


Use maps, pictures, video clips to learn about the Nile.  

Learn some facts about the Nile 

Learn about flood plains.  

Consider different scenarios e.g. what would happen if you build houses on a flood plain? What should you build on 

a flood plain?  

Understand how people in Egypt look forward to the Nile flooding.  

Learn about flood and their potential devastation.  

Write about a flood from 2 different view points agricultural and housing e.g. from a farmer and from a house owner 

in an advert 

Write a fact file.  

 

Link 4:  know where the the main rivers in the UK are 

Share read ‘Egypt – my country’   by Jillian Powell 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and continents on a blank map. 

Revise how rivers start and then flow into the sea. 

Revise some of the rivers in the UK near school. 

Identify on a map significant rivers in the UK: Thames, Severn, Don, Trent, Tees, Tyne etc.  

Compare a river to the Nile. 

Learn the meaning of a source of a river and understand that rivers flow to the coast.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what Cairo is like 

Share read ‘Egypt – my country’   by Jillian Powell 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and continents on a blank map. 

Revise what they know about Egypt so far. 

Learn about the city and compare it to London. What are the similarities and what are the differences? 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:  know the parts of a river 

Share read ‘Raging rivers’  by Anita Gameri 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers that they have learnt about on a map plus the Nile 

Revise rivers.  

Look at different rivers and label features of the river e.g. estuary.  

Consider similar scenarios as above but for different parts of the river e.g. building houses, rowing park, farm, 

school on an estuary, on a meander, on source of a river, on an oxbow lake.  

Look at humans have built on rivers e.g. Dacca in Bangladesh.  

Write an estate agent’s report about building a house by a river.  

 

Link 2:  know how the flow of a river can cause erosion 

Share read ‘Raging rivers’  by Anita Gameri 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers that they have learnt about on a map plus the Nile 

Revise rivers.  

Revise different rivers and label features of the river e.g. estuary.  

Fieldwork. Learn about and investigate the flow of rivers.  

Understand the idea of erosion, deposition and silt.  

Look at fast and slow moving rivers around the world. Understand how treacherous they can be.  

Look at animals trying to cross a river e.g. buffalo swimming across.  

Look at video clips, pictures, photos about river currents and flows.  

Write about how to stay safe near rivers as an advert 

Investigate a river’s flow at different points e.g. playing Pooh sticks, measuring the flow of a river.  

Write up the results.  

Write an advert 

 

Link 3:  know how to use letter/number coordinates 

Share read ‘Raging rivers’  by Anita Gameri 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers that they have learnt about on a map plus the Nile 

Revise rivers and the features of the river.  

Learn how to use letter/number coordinates. 

Use coordinates to locate parts of a river in the UK 

 

Link 4:  know what a county is 

Share read ‘Raging rivers’  by Anita Gameri 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers that they have learnt about on a map plus the Nile 

Revise rivers and the features of the river and how to use letter/number coordinates.  

Learn what a county is.  

Identify the counties surrounding south Yorkshire/Manchester.  

Using letter and number coordinates, identify rivers, towns and cities, villages etc.   

Write about what counties someone passes as they move from one place to another. 

 

Link 5:  know the features of Derbyshire 

Share read ‘Raging rivers’  by Anita Gameri 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers that they have learnt about on a map plus the Nile 

Revise rivers and the features of the river. 

Revise how to use letter and number coordinates, to identify rivers, towns, cities and villages.  

Write about the features of a county e.g. Derbyshire in an information text 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to use coordinates to locate features of a county 

Share read ‘Raging rivers’  by Anita Gameri 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers that they have learnt about on a map plus the Nile 



Revise coordinates. Use coordinates to answer questions and locate features of a county e.g. Lancashire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know facts about the country of Greece 

Share read about Greece 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and those they have learnt including Australia and Egypt 

Use maps and 2 figure coordinates to locate key Greek islands and cities such as Marathon, Athens, Crete.  

Look at the flag, capitals and political Geography of Greece, countries bordering Greece.  

Write a leaflet/brochure and add to it each week. 

 

Link 2:  know the features of Mount Olympus 

Share read about Greece 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and those they have learnt including Australia and Egypt 

Learn about the physical Geography of Greece from photos, maps, moving images.  

Look at mount Olympus. 

Write a section of a brochure about Mount Olympus. 

 

Link 3:  know where and why people settled by the coast in Greece  

Share read about Greece 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and those they have learnt including Australia and Egypt 

Learn about human Geography of Greece.  

Identify where and why populations formed in Greece and the main industries.  

Use 2 figure coordinates to locate places.  

Understand that the main industries are often based around what grows in a country or id produced in a country. 

Look at the main exports from Greece and the main industry i.e. tourism.  

Write a leaflet/brochure 



Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to describe the Geography of Greece  

Share read about Greece 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/  

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the countries of Europe and those they have learnt including Australia and Egypt 

Use information and research to debunk some generalisations ie all Greeks live in white houses; Greece is poor; 

Greece is hilly, hot, and dry.  

Using maps pictures and coordinates track a route via boat from two points and identify the islands and sights. 

Write a brochure entry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:   Spring  2 

Link 1:  know where the Mediterranean Sea is located 

Share read about the Mediterranean. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers of Europe and the UK 

Revise some of the seas that they know. 

Learn the seas around Europe: North, Irish, Channel, Baltic, Med etc. Learn about human Geography of Greece.  

Find the Med on a map and other seas such as the Aegean.  

Identify the countries that border the Med.  

Follow ‘What’s on a map?’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/  

 

Link  2:  know the Mediterranean Sea is an important trade route  

Share read about the Mediterranean. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers of Europe and the UK 

Revise some of the seas that they know. 

Understand that the sea was an important factor in trade from the past to modern day.  

Learn about how countries traded by crossing the Med.  

Look at the route of some cruises around the Med and stop off points form brochures.  

Write a description of the med, expressing a point of view.  

Follow, ‘is Europe a proper continent?’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/  

 

Link  3:  know the Mediterranean is referred to as a region 

Share read about the Mediterranean. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers of Europe and the UK 

Revise some of the seas that they know. 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/


Understand the idea of the Med as a region and as a climate.  

Compare climate graphs of Marathon in Greece to Sheffield/Manchester.  

Follow, ‘What’s so special about the Mediterranean?’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-

mediterranean/  

Write a comparison between Marathon and Sheffield/Manchester as a critique. 

 

Link  4:  know the Mediterranean Sea is referred to as a diet 

Share read about the Mediterranean. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers of Europe and the UK 

Revise some of the seas that they know. 

Learn about cuisine and ingredients and the idea of a Med diet e.g. olives, grapes, dates, figs, pitta, humous.  

Link the veg/fruit to how and where it is grown.  

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/ ‘Bologna and the Bolognese’  

Show video clips of Olive groves at in the Med and how olives are picked and how we get olive oil.  

Understand that different countries have different industries that make them money such as tourism and Olives. 

Write about the olive oil industry expressing a point of view 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to compare and contrast two places 

Share read about the Mediterranean. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: label the rivers of Europe and the UK 

Revise some of the seas that they know. 

Learn about cuisine and ingredients and the idea of a Med diet e.g. olives, grapes, dates, figs, pitta, humous.  

Link the veg/fruit to how and where it is grown.  

Learn how to compare and contrast 2 places. 

Compare and contrast different places in Italy e.g. Bologna with Sheffield/Manchester.  

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/ ‘Every day life in Bologna’  

Look at video clips and share read descriptions. Learn not to generalise about a region or area but they can also be 

grouped together because they share similar geographic characteristics.  

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/the-mediterranean/


Write about two contrasting places with a focus on industry, climate, physical geography and settlements 

expressing a critique/review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know where minerals are harvested locally 

Share read about minerals 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: UK counties on a blank map.  

Understand about mines and how we get minerals such as copper, lead etc from the rock.  

Link to the Bronze Age mines in Yorkshire of the Sacred Vale of Mowbray.  

Understand that people settled and lived near resources and mines.  

Use maps and coordinates (single Letter/ single number) to identify settlements near mines in Yorkshire.  

Write about why people settled near minerals for an information book 

 

Link 2:  know where Zinc, aluminium and gold come from  

Share read about minerals 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: UK counties on a blank map.  

Understand about mines and how we get minerals such as zinc, aluminium, gold etc from the rock.  

Link to the mines in Yorkshire.  

Link to some minerals being magnetic and some not.  

Understand that people settled and lived near resources and mines.  

Use maps and coordinates (single Letter/ single number) to identify settlements near mines in Yorkshire.  

Write about why people settled near minerals for an information book 

 

 

Link 3:  know why coal was important to some towns and cities 

Share read about minerals 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: UK counties on a blank map.  



Understand about mines and how we get minerals such as copper, lead etc from the rock.  

Link to the Bronze Age mines in Yorkshire of the Sacred Vale of Mowbray.  

Understand about mines and how we get coal from the rock. Link to the coal mines in south Yorkshire. Understand 

that people settled in towns and cities such as Sheffield because it was near coal mines.  

Use maps and coordinates (2 figure) to identify settlements near coal mines in Yorkshire.  

Understand about mines and how we get coal from the rock. Link to the coal mines in south Yorkshire. Visit the coal 

mining museum in Wakefield.  

Write about why people settled near coal mines and why they were important to the development of settlements. 

Write a section of an information book 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know why coal and other materials have diminished in the 

UK and what we need to replace them with 

Share read about minerals 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt 

Weekly 5 minute challenge: UK counties on a blank map.  

Understand what an alloy is and how bronze is made.  

Show on a map where there are copper and tin mines. (use single letter, single number ) coordinates to identify 

some key towns and villages near the mines e.g. Tintagel, Llandudno.  

Learn about the Beaker culture and how people traded using copper etc around Europe. 

Consider why coal and tin have diminished in the UK, why we now get it from BRIC countries, why it is now 

imperative that the UK looks at other sources of renewable and sustainable energy – ie lagoon power in Cumbria. 

Pros and cons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3:        summer 2 

Link 1:  know what a hill is 

Share read a recount of a walk up a hill/down a valley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Know what a hill is. 

Know the difference between mountain, munro, hill, mound. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/hill/  

Look at photographs of hills and label them e.g. summit, slope 

Write a few sentences recounting climbing a hill 

  

Link 2:  know what a valley is 

Share read a recount of a walk up a hill/down a valley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Know what a valley is and the types of valley 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/earth/surface-of-the-earth/valleys/  

Look at photographs of valleys and label them e.g. summit, slope 

Write a few sentences recounting seeing a valley 

 

Link 3:  know what a meadow and a field is 

Share read a recount of a walk up a hill/down a valley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Know what a field is and types of field 

Look at photographs of fields and label them e.g. summit, slope 

Write a few sentences recounting seeing a field 

 

Link 4:  know what a wood is 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/hill/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/earth/surface-of-the-earth/valleys/


Share read a recount of a walk up a hill/down a valley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Know what a wood is and types of wood 

Look at photographs of woods and label them 

Write a few sentences recounting walking in a wood 

 

Link 5:  know that land is used for different purposes  

Share read a recount of a walk up a hill/down a valley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Learn about the idea of land use.  

Look at how land is used in an area of Yorkshire and topographical features.  

Imagine that they are in charge of an area of land in Yorkshire/Lancashire – how would they decide what to use it 

for. 

Look at a map and create symbols for wood, valley, field, hill – compare with OS symbols 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know physical features of the local area 

Share read a recount of a walk up a hill/down a valley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Conduct fieldwork and identify the features of the land e.g. valley, wood, hill, field  

Create a map of the area using the symbols they have made 

Recount a their field trip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


